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Introduction. For'several years one of the outstanding problems of lattice

theory has been the following: Is every lattice with unique complements a

Boolean algebra? Any number of weak additional restrictions are sufficient

for an affirmative answer. For example, if a lattice is modular (G. Bergman

[l](1)) or ortho-complemented (G. Birkhoff [l]) or atomic (G. Birkhoff and

M. Ward [l]), then unique complementation implies distributivity and the

lattice is a Boolean algebra.

In spite of these results, I shall show here that the theorem is not true in

general. Indeed, the following counter theorem is proved:

Every lattice is a sublattice of a lattice with unique complements.

Thus any nondistributive lattice is a sublattice of a lattice with unique

complements which a fortiori is not a Boolean algebra.

The actual construction gives a somewhat more general result; namely,

that every partially ordered set P can be imbedded in a lattice with unique

complements in such a way that least upper bounds and greatest lower

bounds, whenever they exist, of pairs of elements are preserved. In particu-

lar, if P is unordered the construction yields the free lattice with unique

complements generated by P.

The' initial step consists in imbedding P in a lattice L so that bounds,

whenever they exist, of pairs of elements of P are preserved. L is the free

lattice generated by P in the sense that the only containing relations in L

are those which follow from lattice postulates and preservation of bounds.

Thus this imbedding represents the other extreme from the usual bound pre-

serving imbedding by means of normal subsets. The methods employed are

an extension of those used by Whitman [l, 2] in the study of free lattices.

Indeed, if P is unordered, L is precisely the free lattice studied by Whitman.

Next, the lattice L is extended to a lattice 0 with unary operator, that is,

a lattice over which an operation a* is defined with the property

(a) a — b   implies   a* = b*.

It is to be emphasized that the equality symbol denotes lattice equality

which is not necessarily logical identity. Again the only containing relations

in 0 are those which follow from lattice postulates, preservation of bounds,

and from (a). Curiously, the main difficulties in obtaining an imbedding lat-

tice with unique complements occur in connection with the structure of 0.
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In the third step, a sublattice N is selected from 0 over which a new opera-

tion a* is defined for which (a) holds and also having the property

03) (a*)* = a.

Thus N is a lattice with reflexive, unary operator. N is again free in the

sense that the only containing relations in N are those which follow from lat-

tice postulates, preservation of bounds, and the two properties (a) and (ß).

Finally, a homomorphic image M of N is constructed in which the opera-

tion a* becomes a complementation. It follows from the structure theorems

of 0 that this complementation is unique. Furthermore, M contains P and

is indeed the free lattice with unique complements generated by P.

At each stage, necessary and sufficient conditions are determined that a

sublattice of the free lattice with operator be free. When the results are ap-

plied to the free lattice with unique complements having two generators, one

gets the following theorem:

The free lattice with unique complements generated by two elements contains

as a sublattice the free lattice with unique complements generated by a denumer-

able set of elements.

Since the free Boolean algebra generated by a finite number of elements is

always finite, this theorem shows clearly how far lattices with unique com-

plements may differ from Boolean algebras.

1. The free lattice generated by a partially ordered set. We begin with a

fixed, but arbitrary, partially ordered set P of elements d, b, c, • • - and in-

clusion relation =. If a^b and b^a, we write a =b where the equality is in

general not logical identity. a>b denotes proper inclusion. If two elements

a and b have a least upper bound or greatest lower bound in P, it will be de-

noted by l.u.b.(a, b) or g.l.b.fa, b) respectively.

In the construction which follows we shall use as building stones the three

formal operation symbols \J, (~\, and *.

Definition 1.1. Operator polynomials over P are defined inductively as

follows:

(1) The elements a, b, c, ■ ■ ■ of P are operator polynomials over P.

(2) If A and B are operator polynomials over P, then AKJB, Af~\B, and

A* are operator polynomials over P.

In short, the operator polynomials over P are all finite, formal expressions

which can be obtained from the symbols a, b, c, ■ ■ • by the operation symbols

KJ, C\, and *. The set of all operator polynomials will be denoted by 0.

Those operator polynomials which are obtained from the symbols

a, b, c, ■ ■ • by means of the two operations W and (~\ are called lattice

polynomials. Thus the symbol * does not occur in a lattice polynomial. The

set of all lattice polynomials will be denoted by L.

Definition 1.2. The rank r(A) of an operator polynomial is defined in-

ductively as follows:
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(1) r(A)=0i{ AGP.
(2) r(A\JB) =>r(AAB) -r(A) +r(B)+1 and r(A*)=r(A) + l.
In short, r(A) is simply the number of times any of the symbols W, A,

and * occur in A. It is clear from definition 1.2 that r{A) =0 if and only if A

is an element of P.

Definition 1.3. Two operator polynomials A and B are identical (in sym-

bols A =B) if, inductively,

(1) A and 73 have rank zero and represent the same element of P,

(2) A and B have rank n>0 and either (i) A and 73 have the forms

AAJA2 and BiKJB2 respectively with A\=B\ and ^2=^2 or (ii) A and 73

have the forms A\C\Ai and B\C\B2 respectively with A\=BX and ^42=P2 or

(iii) A and 73 have the forms A* and B* respectively with Ai=Bi.

Stated less precisely, two operator polynomials are identical if and only

if they look exactly alike.

The identity relation is clearly reflexive, symmetric, transitive, and pre-

serves the operations VJ, f~\, and *.

Before going further, we must make precise what is meant by "the free

lattice generated by a partially ordered set P." Now it is clear that if the lat-

tice is to be of any use in imbedding problems it must be more restrictive

than the free lattice generated by P as an unordered set. Indeed, it is desirable

that the lattice properties of P be preserved(2). Moreover, this can be done

most simply by requiring that least upper bounds and greater lower bounds

of pairs of elements of P shall be preserved whenever they exist(3). Hence,

by "the free lattice generated by P" we shall mean the free lattice^) generated

by P and preserving bounds, whenever they exist, of pairs of elements of P.

(s) It might be suggested that the free lattice generated by P should preserve only the

order in P. However, this seems to be too general for most purposes since even if P were a lat-

tice, union and crosscut in the free lattice would be distinct from the union and crosscut in P.

This suggests that a better term for the free lattice generated by P and preserving order would

be "the completely free lattice generated by P."

(3) Another possibility would be the requirement that finite bounds be preserved whenever

they exist. This would, however, introduce a great many complications into the notation while

all of the essential difficulties seem to occur in the case of bounds of pairs. Let us notice that if P

is unordered, any of these requirements yield the free lattice generated by P in the usual sense.

(4) We shall frequently have to consider the most general lattice (sometimes with operator)

generated by a set 5 and satisfying certain additional restrictions. The existence of such a lattice,

which we shall call the free lattice (with operator) generated by 5 and satisfying the given re-

strictions, follows from general existence theorems on free algebras. Namely, let A be an algebra

consisting of a set of operations 0, a set of relations R, and a set of postulates P. A polynomial

over 5 is any formal expression in elements of 5 obtained by finite application of the opera-

tions 0. A formula consists of two polynomials connected by a relation R. We assume further

that the postulates P are either formulas or implications between formulas. Then the set of all

polynomials p over 5 can be made into an algebra A by defining p\Rpi if and only if the formula

piRpi can be deduced as a formula from the postulates P. Furthermore A is the most general

algebra generated by 5 in the sense that any other algebra generated by 5 and satisfying the

postulates P is a homomorphic image of A.
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Since this section treats only lattices generated by P, we may restrict our

attention to the set L of lattice polynomials. Those lattice polynomials which

are significant in P can be characterized as follows:

Definition 1.4. The lattice polynomial A of L has a value v(A) in P if

and only if, inductively,

(1) A £P, in which case v(A) =A,

(2) A =AiVJA2 where v(Ai), v{A2), and \.\i.b.(v(Ai), v(A2)) exist, in which

case(6) v(A)=\:\i.b.{v{Ai), v(A2)); or A^A\C\A2 where v(A\), v(A2) and

g.\.b.{v{A\), v(A2)) exist, in which case v(A) = g.l.b.(»L4i)l v{A2)).

From Definition 1.4 follows immediately:

Lemma 1.1. Ifv(A) exists, then »(4)GP

The next definition introduces the basic containing relation in L.

Definition 1.5. If A, BQL let us set

(i) A = 73 (1) if A =B or if v(A), v(B) exist and v(A) =-»(73) in P.
(ii) A = P(«) where n> 1 if and only if one of the following hold:

(1) A^C(n-l) and C = /3(«-l) for some CGL.

(2) A=AtSJA2 where A^B(n-l) or A2^B(n-l).
(3) A = Ait^Ai where Ai^Bin-1) and A2^B(n-l).

(4) B=BX\JB2 where A = 73i(«'-l) and A = P2(w-l).

(5) B=Bxr\B2 where A ^Bx{n-\) or^=P2(«-l).

(iii) A ^B if and only if A = P(ra) for some n.

Lemma 1.2. A = /3(«) implies A = /3(&) for all /e = w.

It is clearly sufficient to show that A^Bin) implies A~^B(n-\-\). If

A^B(l), then since B=B we have 73=73(1) and A ^73(2) by (1) of (ii).
Let us suppose that it has been shown that A = 73(ra) implies A = 73(«4-l) for

all n<m. Let A =P(w). Then B^B(m) by the induction assumption. Hence

A^B(m-{-l) by (1) of (ii). The lemma follows by induction.

Theorem 1.1. L is a lattice under the containing relation A^B.

Proof. A ^A since A =A implies A ̂ A(l) by (i). Let A =75 and 73 = C.
Then A = P(m) and 73 = C(«) for some m and n by (iii). But then A = /3(&)

and 7i = C(ß) where & = max (w, n) by Lemma 1.2. Hence A^C(k + l) by

(1) of (ii) and A = Cby (iii). Thus L is partially ordered by the relation A^B.

Now A\JB = A, B since A\JB = ̂ , B(2) by (2) of (ii). Similarly ^, B = ̂  HP.
If X^A, B then X = ^l(/w) and X*iB{n) for some w and n by (iii). Hence by

Lemma 1.2, X~ZzA(k) and X = P(/e) where & = max (m, n). But then

X^AVJB(k + l) by (4) of (ii). Hence X = ^WP by (iii). In a similar man-

ner .4, B = X implies A C\B = X and L is thus a lattice under A^B.

(6) Since equality need not be logical identity, v(A) may be a multivalued function from L

to P. However, the various values of v{A) are equal in P.
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Theorem 1.2. Lis the free lattice generated by P. That is, L is the most gen-

eral lattice generated by P and preserving bounds, if they exist, or pairs of ele-

ments of P.

Proof. L is clearly generated by P. Now let l.u.b.(a, b) exist in P. Then

v(aVJb) =\.u.b.(a, b) and v(\.u.b.(a, b)) = l.u.b.(a, b) by Definition 1.4. Hence

aXJb = l.u.b.(a, b){\) and l.u.b.(a, b) = aVJ6(l). By (iii) wegetaVJb = l.u.b.(a, b)
in L. Similarly if g.l.b.(a, b) exists in P, then aP\b = g.l.b.(o, b) in L. Hence

l.u.b. and g.l.b., if they exist, of pairs of elements of P are preserved in L.

We show next that if v(A) exists, then A — v{A) in the free lattice gen-

erated by P. If A is of rank zero, then v(A)=A and hence v(A)=A in the

free lattice. We proceed by induction. If A =AiKJA2 and v(A) exists, then

i>(.4i), v(A2), and l.u.b.(v(A{), v(A2)) exist and v(A) = \.u.b.(v(A1), v(A2)). But

then by the induction assumption v(Ai) =Ai and v{A2) =A2 in the free lattice

generated by P and since bounds of pairs of elements are preserved A =Ai

\JA2 = \.\i.b.(v(Ai), v(A2)) =v(A). A similar argument holds if A =Aif~\A2.

Thus the above statement follows by induction. Also since bounds are pre-

served, o=2> in P implies a = 6 in the free lattice. Hence v(A)^v(B) in P

implies A =v(A) =z>(P) = 73 in the free lattice generated by P. Thus A = 73(1)

implies A^B in the free lattice. But since (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) of (ii)

follow from lattice properties, it is clear that A = 73(ra) implies A =/3 in the

free lattice. Hence L is isomorphic to the free lattice generated by P.

It follows from Theorem 1.2 that a = 6 in P implies a = & in L. However,

if L is to contain P as a sub-partially ordered set we must verify that a~ = 6

in P implies o~ = Z> in L (~= means "does not contain"). Now it is well

known that the normal subsets of P form a lattice which preserves the order-

ing of P and all bounds which exist. In particular, it preserves the bounds of

pairs of elements of P. Also a~ = b in P implies a~ = b in the lattice of normal

subsets. Hence if we take that sublattice of the lattice of normal subsets which

is generated by P we have a lattice containing P, preserving bounds of pairs

whenever they exist, and such that a^^b whenever a~=-& in P. But since

L is the free lattice generated by and preserving bounds of pairs, it follows

that o~ = b in P implies o~ = b in L.

This proof, though short, is non-constructive and it seems worthwhile to

give a constructive proof which at the same time exhibits something of the

structure of the lattice L.

Theorem 1.3. L contains P as a sub-partially ordered set.

Proof. From Theorem 1.2 it follows that a^b in P implies ß = 6 in L.

Before proving the converse we need a result on finite vectors with whole

number components. Consider the vector ju= \m\, • • • , wz*} where m, is a

positive integer, u is said to undergo a reduction if some w< is omitted or is

replaced by a vector {ma, • * * , mu\ where m^<mt. The set of finite vectors

is partially ordered by defining a vector to be contained in p if it is obtained
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from /u by a series of reductions. The set of finite vectors so ordered satisfies the

descending chain condition. To prove this we must show that after a finite

number of reductions we always reach a vector which can be reduced no

farther; that is, a vector of the form {l}. Let us make an induction on

m = max(«i, • • • , mk). If m — \, the result is trivial. Now suppose it holds

for all vectors whose maximum is less than m. If k — 1, then any reduction

gives a vector whose maximum is less than m and the result follows by the

induction assumption. Now let us make a second induction upon k and as-

sume that the statement holds for all vectors of maximum m and length less

than k. If nti is untouched, a series of reductions must end since it is a series

of reductions on {mi, • • • , jk<+i, • • • , mk\ whose length is less than k.

Hence after a finite number of reductions each nii has either been omitted or

replaced by smaller numbers so that the resulting vector has a maximum

which is less than m. For this vector the above statement holds by the induc-

tion assumption. Hence the result holds for all vectors of maximum m by

induction on k, and induction on m completes the proof.

Now consider a chain

(1) Ax = Ai{nti), A2 = Az{m2), ■ ■ ■ , Ak = Ak+l{mk),

where v{A\) and v(Ak+\) exist. We shall show that v(Ai) ^v(Ak+i) in P. We

may clearly suppose that Ai^Ai+i since otherwise A, or Ai+i may be omitted

from the chain. Suppose mi=w2= • • • —mk=l. Then by (i), v(Ai) >,v{A2)

= • • • ^v(Ak+i) in P and the result follows. Let us associate with the chain

(1) the vector p= \nt\, ■ ■ • , mk\ and suppose that the conclusion holds for

all chains whose vector is properly contained in u. Now if ^4, = C(Wi —1),

C^Ai+i{nti— 1) for some i, by substituting C into the above chain we get a

chain whose vector is        • • • , t»«— 1, nti —I, • • • , mk\ and

which is properly contained in u. Hence v(Ai) ^v(Ak+i) in P by assumption.

Thus we may assume that (1) of (ii) holds for none of the containing rela-

tions of (1). Also if v(At) exists where 1 <i <k + l then again by the induction

assumption v{Ai) = »(/!,•) ^v(Ak+{) in P. Hence we can assume that m-iAl,

i = l, • • • , k. Suppose next that Ak+i=Bk+AJCk+i where Ak^Bk+i(mk — 1)

and Ak^Ck+\(mk — \). Then since the chains from A\ to Bk+i and Ck+i have

vectors contained in u, we have v(Ai) ^v(Bk+\), v(Ck+i) in P. Hence by Defini-

tion 1.4, K(y4i) =l.u.b.(i»(7ijfc+i), v(Ck+i))=v(Ak+i). If Ak+i=Bk+1r\Ck+i where

either Ak+1^Bk+i(mk — 1) or Ak+i^Ck+i(mk — 1) then as before either

viAJ^viB.+t) or i>L4.)=i>(C*+i) in P. Hence v(A,) =g.l.b.(»(/3*+1), v(Ck+1))

= v(Ak+i) in P. Thus since mk> \ we can assume that either (2) or (3) of (ii)

in Definition 1.5 holds for Ak7zAk+\{mk). Now let Ar be the first member of

the chain such that (2) or (3) of (ii) holds for Ar^Ar+i(mr). Suppose f = 1.

If (2) holds, then Ax = BAJ&, where B^A2{mx-1) or C^A2{nti-1). Thus
by assumption v{Bi) ^v(Ak+i) or »(&) ^v(Ak+i). Hence v(A{) =\.u.b.(v{Bi),

c{C\)) ?zv(Ak+i) in P. If (3) holds, a similar argument shows that v(Ai)
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^v(Ak+i) in P. Thus we have only to consider the case r>l. But then (4) or

(5) of (ii) must hold for i,.]^,^,.,), Thus either Ar=BT\JCT or

AT = Brr\ C, and either -4r_i = Pr(wr_i — 1), BT = ^^(w, — 1) or Ar-i

= Cr(wr_i —1), Cr^Ar+i(mr — 1). Hence if we replace .4r by P, or Cr, as the

case may be, we get a chain whose vector is properly contained in ju. Thus

n(i4i)^ii(4)i+i) in P by the induction assumption. But since the descending

chain condition holds in the set of vectors it follows that v(Ai) =f(^4*+i) for

every chain (1) for which v(A\) and v(Ak+i) exist.

Now let a*zb(m) where a, bGP- Then v(a) =a and v(b)=b and by the re-

sult we have just proved we conclude that a = 6 in P. Hence a~ = ö in P

implies a~^£> in L and the proof of the theorem is complete.

P will frequently be specialized to two extreme cases.

Corollary 1. If P is a lattice under the partial ordering, then L is iso-

morphic to P.

Corollary 2. If P is an unordered^1) set S, then L is the free lattice gen-

erated by S.

In connection with sublattices of the free lattice generated by an unor-

dered set, Whitman [2] has proved the following quite surprising theorem.

Theorem 1.4. The free lattice generated by three elements contains as a sub-

lattice the free lattice generated by a countable set of elements.

We shall give here a new proof of Whitman's result since similar methods

will be used later in proving analogous theorems for lattices with operators.

Lemma 1.3. Let © consisting of elements A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ be a subset of the free

lattice generated by an unordered set S. Then the sublattice /_,© generated by ©

is isomorphic to the free lattice generated by © as an unordered set if and only if

(1) A = P implies A =B if A, P£©,
(2) 21W93=4 implies 21 ̂A or %^A if 21, 93GZ© and AG®,
(3) A = 21H93 implies A^% or A^% if    $8GL® and A £©.

The necessity of (1) is obvious. In view of footnote 5, the necessity of (2)

and (3) follows from the fact that (2) and (3) of (ii), Definition 1.5, are the

only possibilities which can occur respectively in these two cases. On the other

hand if (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied, let 14 be the free lattice generated by ©

as an unordered set. Let 21=93 in Le. If 21, 93G©, then 21 = 93 in Zfe by (1).
Now make an induction on the sum of the ranks of 21 and 93. If 2I = 2IiA2l2,

then 2Ii=93 and 2I2 = 93 imply 2Ii=93 and 2I2^93 in Lfe imply 21=93 in L'm. A
similar argument holds if 93=93iW932. Hence we can suppose that 2IG© or

(6) If P is unordered, then A g5 (1) if and only if A =B. In this case, as Whitman [l] has

shown, (1) of (ii) may be replaced by (1)' A^B(n — \). For a general partially ordered set,

however, the transitivity of the new partial ordering cannot be proved on the basis of (1)'.

On the other hand, it is (1) of (ii) which makes the proof of Theorem 1.3 difficult.
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«■«iU«, and 93G© or 93="93In932. If 2l=-2IiU2I2 and 93G®, then 21=93 in
Z® by (2). If 21G© and 93=-93,n932 then 21=93 in Z© by (3). Finally if
2l=2fiW2I2 and 93=93in§32 then one of 21=93!, 2l=932, 2li=93, 2I2=93 holds by
(ii), Definition 1.5. Hence by the induction assumption 21=93 in Z©. Thus

2t =93 in Z© implies 21 =93 in Z© and since Z© is the free lattice generated by <S

as an unordered set it follows that Z© and Z© are isomorphic.

Now let Z be the free lattice generated by the three unordered elements

a, b, c. Let us set Xo=a and define inductively

xn^ aVJ (br\(cVJ (an(b\J (cf\ *_.))))). » = 1, 2, • • • ,

x-n = a r\ (bV (c r\ (aV (b r\ (cKJ *_„+i))))), n = 1, 2, • • • .

Lemma 1.4. The following relations hold in L:

(1) 3cnU6~^c;c~ = *_„n&.

(2) o, i~ ^ i,nc; «_„Uc~ I a, J.

For xnyJb = c—*xn 2: c—*aW2> = c and a = a;nnc—>a = b(~\c. But both of these

conclusions are impossible. Dual proofs give the other relations.

Lemma 1.5. If oXJc^X, Y^c, then aKJ(br\X) =«W(ön Y)-+br\X
= 6nF. Ifc^X, F=afV, then an(6UX) =flP\(6VJF)->6UX = MJF.

For cU(6nA-)^aU(iHF)-^U(inJ)7. Now akJ(fir\X)^b-^a
KJX^b—»aUc = ö which is impossible. a^J(br\X) = F—>oU6^c which is im-

possible, a = of^ F—>a = örV which again is impossible. Hence the only possi-

bility according to (ii), Definition 1.5, is br\X^bP\Y.
It is clear that Lemma 1.5 holds under cyclic permutations of a, b, c.

Lemma   1.6.    • • • <x-„-i<x-n< • • • <x-i<x0<xi< • • • <xn<xn+i

<

Clearly Xi = xo- Suppose we have shown that xn -%Xn—i, then since the opera-

tions W and C\ preserve order we have xn+i^xn. Similarly #_„_i =■;*;_„. Now

suppose #n=#n+i. Then by successive application of Lemma 1.5 we get

#»-i=*n. Hence eventually we have a=^i = &P\c which is impossible. Simi-

larly #_„_i~ = x-n. Thus the containing relations in the chain are all proper.

The elements of the countable generating set are defined explicitly as

follows:

an = bKJ (xnf~\ (*_„ U c)), n = 1, 2, • • • .

Clearly an~^c since aUJ^*„UJ^a„.

Lemma 1.7. an = ömimplies m=n.

For a„^am—>bVJ(x„r\(x-n\Jc))^xmr\(x-mKJc). Now an = £__,„VJc—>a„ = c

which is impossible. Also a„ = #m—>bVJx-n\Jc^xm^a—+a;_BUc = a and 6=a:m

C\ (x-m\Jc) —>b = xmfV, both conclusions contradicting Lemma 1.4. Hence
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*»n()c-nUc) =3cmri(j;_»,Uc). But then xn^xmC\{x-.mKJc) and x^n\Jc~^xm

n(*_mWc). Now jcn = x_mUc—»*B = c which contradicts Lemma 1.4 and since

a, 6~=*mrV we must have xB=#m. Whence w = «i. Also X-n^xmr\(x-m\Jc)

—*a^xmr\c which contradicts Lemma 1.4 and c}Zxmr\(x-m\Jc)^>c^X-m

which is also impossible. Since i.»Wc~^a;m we have #_BVJc=#_mUc = a;_m.

But since r„Uc~^ß, b and c~ = *_m we have *_n=*_m. Whence w^w and

thus m = n.

Let © denote the set of elements ai, <z2, • • • . Then it follows from Lemma

1.7 that (1) of Lemma 1.3 holds for the set ©.

Let 31,33, 6, • • • denote lattice polynomials over ©.

Lemma 1.8. 3I~ = c;3l = o.

For a„~ = cand 31W83 =■ c—»81 = c or 83 = c while 3tPi83 = c-»3t = c and S3 = c.
Hence the first relation follows by induction on the rank of St. Now a„ = o

for all ». Hence if St, 83 = 6, then 31US3 = o and StH83 = o and the result follows
by induction.

Lemma 1.9. 3tWS3 = *„ implies 3l=xB or 83= *».

For StW83 = xn->StW33 = a-^St=a or 33=<x-*3l=cAJö or 83=aWö-»3l=*„
or83 = x„.

Lemma 1.10. 3lU83 = c„ implies 3l = a„ or 83=a„.

If StU83=ö„, then 3tUS3=xBn(x_BUc). If St=x„fX*_nUc) then 3t = o
U(*nn(x_BUc)) and 3l=aB. If 83=*BnO_BUc) then 83=aB. Now 31W83

'^'^«-n^'c- Hence the only remaining possibility is 3lW83=a;B and hence

3l=#B or 83=xB by Lemma 1.9. Thus either 3l^xBn(*_BUc) or 83=a;n

r^(x-n\Jc) and hence either 3t = aB or83=a„.

Lemma 1.11. 6~ = 3l.

For b^an^b^b\J(xnr\(x-nKJc))-+b^xnr\(x_n\Jc)^>b^xnr\c which

contradicts Lemma 1.4. Induction on the rank of St completes the proof.

Lemma 1.12. an = 31/^83 implies an = St or <z„=83.

For suppose that a„ = 3tn83 but a„~ = 3t and a„~=83. But then

6U(*„n(x_BUc)) = 31083 and o~ = 3tnS3^x„n(x_BUc) = 3tn83-»*_„Wc = 3t
r^83 = ö which contradicts Lemma 1.4.

Lemmas 1.10 and 1.12 give conditions (2) and (3) of Lemma 1.3 and Theo-

rem 1.4 follows.

2. Lattices with unary operator. In the previous section, the containing

relation in P has been extended to the set L of lattice polynomials. We now

extend the containing relation in L to the set O of all operator polynomials.

In order to connect the operator polynomials with the set of lattice polyno-

mials another definition is required.
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Definition 2.1. An operator polynomial A has an upper cover A if and

only if, inductively,

(1) A EP in which case A = A,

(2) A =A\UA2 where A\ and A2 have upper covers Ai and A2 respectively

in which case A = AAJA2,

(3) A=A\(~\A2 where either Ai or A2 has an upper cover. If A\ exists

and ^42 does not exist, then A=A\. If A2 exists and A\ does not exist, then

A =A2. If both A\ and A2 exist, then A = A\C\A2.

Although A is defined for all lattice polynomials, it should be noted that

it is also defined for some operator polynomials which are not lattice poly-

nomials. For example, a(~\b* is defined and indeed aC\b*=a.

In an exactly dual manner, the lower cover *A is defined. If A =AiVJA2,

then *A exists if and only if *A\ or *A2 exists while if A =Ai(~\A2, then *A

exists if and only if both *Ai and *A2 exist.

Lemma 2.1. A(*A), if it exists, is a lattice polynomial.

For if A belongs to P, then A =A and A is a lattice polynomial trivially

If A =Ai\JA2, then A = AAJA2 and if Ai and A2 are lattice polynomials so

also is Z. If A =Ai_r\A2 then A =AU A2, or AiC\A2 and again A is a lattice

polynomial if A\ or A2 or both are lattice polynomials. If A =^A* then, by

Definition 2.1, A does not exist. A dual argument holds for *A.

Lemma 2.2. If A is a lattice polynomial, then A and *A exist and A=*A =A.

For if AGP the lemma is trivial. By induction, if A=A\JA2, then A*

and A2 are lattice polynomials and Ai^Ai and A2=A2. By Definition 2.1>

A=AiKJA2=AiUA2=A. If A=AiC\A2, then Ax and A2 are lattice poly-

nomials, whence both Ai and A2 exist by the induction assumption and

1i=Ai, A2=A2. But then A=A~ir\A~2=Air\A2=A. A dual argument holds

for*4.

Lemma 2.3. If A and *A exist, then A~^*A in L.

For if A EP, then 1 = *A ̂ ^^Whence_J = *A by Definition 1.5. Now by

induction, if A =Ai\JA2 we have A =AAJA2 and *A =*^4ior *A2 or *AAJ*A2.

But by the induction assumption A~i = *Ai or Ä2 = *A2 according as *^4i or *A2

exists. Thus A=AiVJA2^*A. If A =AiC\A2 the dual of the above argument

shows that A^*A.U A=A^ then A and *A do not exist and the lemma holds

vacuously.

The containing relation in 0 is defined in a manner analogous to that in L.

Definition 2.2. If A, BGO let us set

(i) A 2P(1) if A =B or if *A and B exist with *A = B in L,
(ii) A^>B(n) where «>1 if and only if one of the following hold:

(1) A^B(n-l),
(2) A=AAJA2 where Ai^B(n-l) or A2^B(n-l),
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(3) A=AXC\A2 where A{Q_B(n-\) and A2^B(n-1),

(4) BmBxSJB* where A^B^n—l) and A^B2(n-l),
(5) B=Bxr\B2 where^3 73i(re-l) or ,4 2-B2(«-1),

(6) and 73=73!* where A2/3i(«-l) and 731Q^1(«-1),
(iii) .4 27? if and only if A 273(n) for some n.

Lemma 2.4. A 2^4-

For .4 =A implies A 2^4 (1).

Lemma 2.5. Let A 373. Then if A exists, B also exists and A^B in L.

First, let .4 2/3(1). If A =73, the lemma is trivial. If *A and B exist with

*A = B in Z, then the first part of the lemma is immediate. But by Lemma 2.3,

A = *A = 73 in Z. This gives the second part of the lemma, Now proceed by

induction and suppose the lemma holds if 4-5(n-l). Let A^B(n). We

have six possibilities. If A^B(n — 1) the lemma holds by assumption. If

A=A\\JA2 where A\~3B(n — 1) or A2~^B(n — 1) then if Z exists, Zi and Z2

also exist and hence B exists by the induction assumption. Furthermore,

either A~x = B or Z2 = 5in Z. Hence Z = Z,WZ2 = 7i in Z. If ^4 s^r^ where

Ai^>B(n — \) and /122/3(^ — 1), then if A exists, either A\ or A2 exists and

A =A\ or .42 or A\C\A2. But again by the induction assumption B exists and

A=AX or Z2 or JinJ2=?3 in Z._If B=BAJB2 where A^B^n-l) and

A^B2(n — 1), then if A exists both B\ and B2 exist by the induction assump-

tion and J=73i, 732 in Z. But then 73"=73iW?32 exists and A^B in Z. If
B=Bxr\B2 where ;12/3i(«-l) or A^>B2(n-l) then if Z exists, either Bi

or 2J2 exists by induction and A = B\ or A^B2. But then B = Bi or ?32 or

BiC\B2 and hence ^4 = ?3 in Z. Finally if ^4 =^4i* and B=Bi*, then Z does not

exist and the lemma holds vacuously. Induction on n completes the proof.

Lemma 2.6. Let A^B. Then if *B exists, *A also exists and *A = */3 in Z.

The proof is the exact dual of that of Lemma 2.5.

Lemma 2.7. A 25 and B^C imply A^C.

We shall show first that A~3B(m) and 732C(«) imply ^4 2C by making

an induction on l = m+n. Suppose m=l so that ^4 2-S(l). If .4=73, then

73 2 C(n) implies A 2 C(n) implies A 2C. If *A and 1 exist with *A = B in Z,
then since 2?2 C it follows from Lemma 2.5 that C exists and 73 = C in Z. But

then *A =C in Z and A~DC(\). Whence yl2C by Definition 2.2. Thus the
result holds if m = 1 and a dual argument gives the case where n — 1. We may

thus suppose that m, n>\. Let us assume that the lemma holds if m+n<l

and let m -\-n = /. Since A 2/3 (m) and w > 1 we have six possibilities:

(1) A^B(m-l). But then ^2Cby induction.

(2) ^=^4iU^2 where ^i2/3(w-l) or A2^B(m-l). But then^i2Cor

-422Cby the induction assumotion. That is-4i2C(&) or A2^C(k) for some k.
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But then A =Ai\JA2^C(k + l) by (2) of (ii). Hence A^C by Definition 2.2.
(3) A=AX(~\A2 where Ax^B(m-l) and 42373(m-l). But then Ai^C

and A2~Q.C by induction. That is A{^_C{i) and A2^C(j) for some i and j.

But then 4i3£(&) and A2^C(k) where & = max(i, j). Hence A=A\C\A2

2C(* + 1) by (3) of (ii). Thus A 3 C by (iii).
We leave possibilities (4), (5), and (6) for the moment and consider the

six possibilities on 733C(w). If BQC(k-I), then 4 3C by induction. If

C=Ci\JC2 with 733Ci(«-l) and /33C2(w-l) then 4 3C by the exact dual
of the argument in (3) above. If C=CiC\C2 with either 732d(« —1) or

P3C2(W-1) then A 3 C by the exact dual of (2) above.

Now consider possibility (6). A =AX* and B =B* where Ax~^Bx(m — 1) and

Bx^Ax(m-l). Since P3C(«) and the possibilities 52C(»-1), C=CAJC2,
and C=CX(~\C2 have been treated, we must have C=CX* where Pi^dfw1—1)

and Cx~^Bx(n — 1). But then by induction 4i2Ci and Ci34i. That is

Ai'D&ii) and GS^j) for some i and j. But then 4i3G(&) and Ci2^4i(^)

where fe=max(», j). Thus Ax*^Cx*(k+l) by (6) of (ii). Hence 4 3C by (iii)

of Definition 2.2.

The only remaining possibilities are

(4) B=BXKJB2 with A^Bx(m-l) and A^B2(m-l) and either Bx
3C(«-1) or P23C(»-1).

(5) 73 =BXC\B2 with either 4 3J5i(«i -1) or A ̂ B2(m -1) and Bx^C(n -1),

£*2C(«-1).
But in both (4) and (5), A 3 C by induction. It follows that A ̂ B(m) and

P3C(w) imply 4 3C. But if .4 373 and 733C then 4 373(w) for some m and
733C(m) for some w. Hence 4 3C and the proof of the lemma is complete.

Theorem 2.1. The set 0 of operator polynomials forms a lattice under the

relation A 373.

Proof. Lemmas 2.4 and 2.7 show that O is partially ordered by the relation

.4 3/3. Now 4U7334, B since .4UP3,4, 73(2) by (2) of (ii). Similarly
A, P34f\B. Now let X34 and X3/3. Then and X3/3(«) for
some n. But then X34U/3(w-fl) by (4). Hence by (iii) of Defini-

tion 2.2. Similarly if A, P3X, then Af~\B~3X. Hence A\JB and Ar\B are
least upper bound and greatest lower bound respectively of A and B. This

completes the proof.

Definition 2.3. 4~B if and only if 4 373 and P34.
The relation Ac^B is reflexive, symmetric, transitive, and preserves the

operations of union and crosscut.

Theorem 2.2. A 3/3 in 0 if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) A?=B or *A and B exist with *4 = 73 in L.

(2) A=A-XJA2with AX^B or A2^B.

(3) A=Ax(~\A2with A{Q_B and A2^B.

(4) B =BAJB2 with A ̂ Bx and A 3 732.
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(5) 73 =5^52 with A 373i or A 3/32.

(6) A =Ax* and B =BX* with 4i~73i.

Proof. The proof is clear from Definitions 2.2 and 2.3.

Theorem 2.3. Lis a sublattice of 0.

Proof. L is clearly a subset of O and furthermore the operations of union

and crosscut in L are the same in O. Hence we have only to show that A 35

where A, BEL implies A = 5 and conversely. First, let 4 3/3(1). If A =B,

then A = 73 trivially. If *A and B exist with *A = 73, then since A and B are

lattice polynomials, *A =A and B=B, whence A =P. We make an induction

and let A~DB{n). If 4 3/3(w —1), there is nothing to prove. If A=A-AJA2

where 4i3/?(m — 1) or 423/3(« —1), then Ai and A2 are lattice polynomials

and by the induction assumption 4i=/3 or 42=/3. Hence A =4]W42 = P. If

A =AiC\A2 where 4i3/3(« — 1) and 423/3(« — 1), then 4i and 42 are lattice

polynomials and by the induction assumption 4i=73 and A2^B. Hence

A =Axr\A2^B. Cases B =Bi\JB2 and B ^BxC\B2 are treated similarly. Since

A is a lattice polynomial, 4 =4i* cannot occur. Induction on n shows that

A implies A = P. But A 3.B where A, BEL implies A 3/3(w) for some

n implies A =P. Conversely let A^B. Since 4 and P are lattice polynomials

we have *4 =4 and 7J=P and thus *A = 7J. Hence 4=3/3(1) and 4 23 by

(iii) of Definition 2.2. This completes the proof.

Corollary. 0 contains P as a sub-partially ordered set and preserves l.u.b.

and g.l.b. of pairs whenever they exist.

The corollary follows from Theorems 2.3 and 1.2.

The remaining theorems of this section will develop the general structure

of the lattice 0.

Theorem 2.4. ,4 34 3*4 whenever the covers exist.

Proof. We make an induction on the rank of 4. If r(4) =0, then 4£P

and j4s=4h=*4 and the theorem holds. Now let r(4)=w where «>0. If

A^A\\JA2 and 4 exists, then A\ and A2 exist and 4=^iW^2. But since

r(Ai)<n arid r(A2) <n we have 4i34i and 42342. Hence A=A\\JA2

34iVJ42 =A. If 4s=4if^42 and A exists, then A\ or A2 exists and A=Ai

or 42 or A\C\A2. But by induction 4i34 or 4234. Hence 4 34if\42=4.

If 4 =4*, then A does not exist and the theorem holds vacuously. Thus by

induction A 34 whenever A exists. A dual proof gives the second inclusion.

Theorem 2.5. 4*3/3* if and only if A~B.

Proof. The only possibilities of Theorem 2.2 which can occur are 4 =B and

4~73. In either case 4~73.

Corollary. 4~B implies 4*~/3*.
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It should be noted that as a consequence of Theorem 2.5, the polynomials

of the form 4* form an unordered set. This is in marked contrast to ortho-

complementation where A 3/3 implies 73' 34'.

Theorem 2.6. 4*373nt7*/and only if ,4*373 or A*^C.

Proof. Since *A does not exist, the only possibility of Theorem 2.2 is (5).

That is, 4*373 or 4*3C.

Theorem 2.7. 73UC34* if and only if 7334* or C34*.

Proof. The proof is the dual of that of Theorem 2.6.

Theorem 2.8. If A(~\B~C*, then either 4~C* or 73~C*.

Proof. If AC\B~C*, then C*34HP and C*34 or C*3/3 by Theorem
2.6. But 4 3 C* and 733 C*. Hence either 4~C* or 73~C*.

Theorem 2.9. If A U73~C*, then either A c^C* or P~C*.

Proof. The proof is the dual of that of Theorem 2.8.

Theorem 2.10. 4*~3a and a~24* ifaEP (~3 means "does not con-

tain").

Proof. None of the possibilities of Theorem 2.2 can occur.

Theorems 2.4-2.10 are quite elementary and follow immediately from the

definition of the containing relation in 0. To get at the deeper theorems, how-

ever, we shall need the more detailed structure of operator polynomials.

Definition 2.4. A is a component of B if one of the following holds:

B=AKJX, B=X\JA, B=Af\X, B=XC\A, B=A*.

Lemma 2.8. If A is a component of B, then r(A) <r(B).

Definition 2.5. 4 is a sub-polynomial of B if there is a chain of operator

polynomials 4=4i, 42, • • • , An=B where At is a component of 4<+i. If

A^B, then 4 is a proper sub-polynomial of B.

Lemma 2.9.1/4 is a sub-polynomial of B, then r{A) =r(S). If A is a proper

sub-polynomial of B, then r(A) <r(B).

Lemma 2.10. 7/4 is a sub-polynomial of B and B is a sub-polynomial of C,

then A is a sub-polynomial of C.

Lemma 2.11. If A is a proper sub-polynomial of B, then A is a sub-poly-

nomial of a component of B.

For 4 is a sub-polynomial of 4„_i which is a component of B.

Theorem 2.11. If 4 373*, there is a sub-polynomial Pi* of A such that

73i~73.
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Proof. If .4 3P*(1), then since B* does not exist we must have A =B*.

But then B*=B* is a sub-polynomial of A such that Bi^B. Now suppose

that it has been shown that A 35*(&) implies that a sub-polynomial Pi* of A

exists such that Pi~B for all k<n. Let .4 3 73*(«). If 4 32}*(«-l), the exist-

ence of B* follows by induction. If A =AiUA2 where either A\~Q.B*(n — 1) or

.42373*(w — 1), then by induction either Ai or A2 contain a sub-polynomial Pi*

such that Pi~P. But since A\ and Ai are components of A,B* is also a sub-

polynomial of A and Pi~B. If A=AiC\Ai where Ai^>B*(n — 1) and

.<423/i*(» — 1), then by induction 4i contains a sub-polynomial P* such

that Pi~B. But Pi* is then a sub-polynomial of A and B\C^B. Since possi-

bilities (4) and (5) cannot occur, the only other possibility is A =A* where

4i2P(»-l) and 334i(b-1). But then 4i~P and Bx*=Ai* is a sub-poly-
nomial of A such that Pi~P. Thus the conclusion of the theorem holds for

k =« and by induction for all k. But if ,4 373*, then A 3/3*(&) for some k and

hence a sub-polynomial B* of 4 exists such that Pi~B.

Theorem 2.12. 7/ P*34, ifeere is a sub-polynomial B* of A such that

Pi~P.

Proof. The proof is the dual of that of Theorem 2.11.

Theorem 2.13. 7/4*VJP3C and 5~2C, then a sub-polynomial Af of C
exists such that Ai^A.

Proof. Let A *KJB 3 C(l). If A *\JB m C, then Ai* =4 * is a sub-polynomial
of C such that 4i~4. On the other hand if *A*KJ*B and C exist such that

M*W*/3 = C in L, then since *4* does not exist, *73 must exist and

*A*VJ*B = *B. But then *73 = C in L and P3C(1). Thus P3C contrary to
hypothesis. Hence the theorem holds in this case.

Now suppose we have shown that .4 *W/3 3 C(&) and P~3C imply that

a sub-polynomial A* of C exists such that AiC^A for all k<n. Let A*VJB

= G» and P~3C. If 4*W3DC(b-1) the existence of Ai* follows from

the induction assumption. If 4*3C(«-1), then i*3C and by Theorem

2.12 there is a sub-polynomial Ai* of C such that -4i~4. The possibility

733C(w —1) cannot occur since otherwise P3C If C=GWC2 where

4*UP3Ci(«-l) and 4*VJP3C2(w-1), then since P~3C we must have

73~3G or P~3C2. Hence by the induction assumption either G or G

must contain a sub-polynomial A* such that 4i~4. But then A* is a sub-

polynomial of Csuch that.4i~4. If C=Cif\Ci where either 4*U/jDCi(»-1)

or 4*VJP3G(«-1), then since P~3C we have 73~3G and P~3G-

Hence by assumption a sub-polynomial A* of either G or G exists such that

AiC^A. A* is clearly a sub-polynomial of G Possibility (6) cannot occur since

A*KJB^X* for every X. Thus by induction 4*UP3G» and P~3C im-

plies that a sub-polynomial ,4 * of C exists such that A i~4. If A *\JB 3 C and
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B ~ 3 C, then A *\JB 3 C(n) for some w and the conclusion of the theorem follows.

Theorem 2.14. If C^A*f\B and C~2P, then a sub-polynomial A? of C
exists such that A\~A.

Proof. The proof is the dual of that of Theorem 2.13.

Definition 2.6. The length 1(A) of an operator polynomial A is the least

value of r(X) for X~A.

Lemma 2.12. r(A)tl(A).

Theorem 2.15. If A^B*, then 1(A) > 1(B)..

Proof. By Theorem 2.11, if then X contains a sub-polynomial P*

such that Pi~B. Now let X~A. Then 133* and r(X)^r(Bx*) =r(Bi) + \

>r(Pi)=/(P). Thus r(X)>l(B) for all X~A. Hence l(A)>l(B).

Theorem 2.16. If B*^A, then 1(A) > 1(B).

Proof. The proof is the dual of that of Theorem 2.15.

Theorem 2.17. l(A*)=l(A) + \.

Proof. Now by Definition 2.6, X exists such that and r(X) =l(A).

But then by Theorem 2.5, corollary, X*~A* and r(X*)=r(X) + l =l(A) + l.

Hence l(A*)^r(X*)=l(A) + l. But since A*^A* by Theorem 2.15 we have

l(A*)>l(A). Now 1(A) <l(A*)^l(A) + l implies l(A*)-1(A) 4-1.

Theorem 2.18. If A*KJB^C and P~2C, then l(C)>l(A).

Proof. Let X~C. Then if A*\JBD C and P~3C we also have 4*\JB^.X
and P'~=?J*r. But then by Theorem 2.13 a sub-polynomial A* of X exists such

that AiaaA. Thus r(X) =r(4i*) =r(Ai) + l >r(Ai) ^l(A). Thus r(.X)>ZL4)
for all X~C and hence 1(C) >l(A).

Theorem 2.19. If C^A*C\B and C~D3, then l(C)>l(A).

Proof. The proof is the dual of that of Theorem 2.18.

Theorem 2.20. If A*VJB^A, then B^A.

Proof. Let A*\JB^A. If P~=X4, then by Theorem 2.18, l(A)>l(A)
which is impossible. Hence 334.

Theorem 2.21. If A^A*C\B, then A^B.

Proof. The proof is the dual of Theorem 2.20.

Theorems 2.20 and 2.21 are particularly important in the construction

of lattices with unique complementation.

In order to characterize the lattice 0 another definition is needed.
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Definition 2.7. A lattice has a unary operator if to each x is ordered an

element x* such that

(a) x = y   implies   x* = y*.

In view of Theorem 2.5, corollary, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2.22. 0 is a lattice with unary operator.

As in the previous section, by the "free lattice with unary operator gener-

ated by P" we shall mean the free lattice with unary operator generated by P

and preserving bounds, if they exist, of pairs of elements of P.

Theorem 2.23. 0 is the free lattice with unary operator generated by P.

Proof. Clearly the free lattice with unary operator generated by P consists

of all operator polynomials over P. Furthermore since O is a lattice with

unary operator, 4 35 in the free lattice implies A 3 B in 0. Now if 4 375(1),

then either A =B, in which case A 35 in the free lattice with unary operator,

or *A and B exist and *A = B in L. But since L is the free lattice generated

by P we have *A 3 B in the free lattice with unary operator. From Definition

2,1 it follows that A 34 3*4 in the free lattice with unary operator whenever

the covers exist. But then 4 3*4 3 53/3. Now suppose we have shown that

4 35(w — 1) implies 4 35 in the free lattice. Let .4 35(«). If any of the

possibilities (1), • • • , (5) occur, then 4 35 in the free lattice follows from

lattice properties. On the other hand, if 4 =4*, B=B* where 4i35i(« —1)

and 5i34i(« — 1) then 4i35i, 5i34i in the free lattice and hence 4i~5i.

But then A =A*c^B* = B by (a). Hence 4 35 in the free lattice with unary

operator. Now if 4 35 in 0, then 4 35(«) for some n and thus A 35 in the

free lattice with unary operator generated by P.

In concluding this section, we give two theorems on the free lattice with

unary operator generated by an unordered set 5. The first theorem answers

the question: When is a sublattice of the free lattice again a free lattice?

Theorem 2.24. Let O be the free lattice with unary operator generated by

the unordered set S. Let A, 5, C, • ■ • be elements of a subset © of 0 and let

21, 93, 2, • • • be the elements of 0©, the operator sublattice of 0 generated by the

elements of ©. Then Ob is isomorphic to the free lattice with unary operator

generated by @ as an unordered set if and only if

(1) 4 35 implies A =B if A, 5 G©,
(2) 21U9334 implies 2134 or 9334 if A G©,
(3) 4 32tn93 implies A 321 or A 393 if AG®,

(4) 2I*~34 i/4G©,
(5) 4~321*<f4G©.

Proof. Since 5 is unordered, v(A) exists only if 4 GS and hence the second

part of (i), Definition 1.5, can be omitted. But then the second part of (i),
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Definition 2.2, can be omitted and hence also the second part of (1), Theorem

2.2. Now conditions (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) of the theorem are clearly necessary

in view of Definition 2.2. We shall show the sufficiency by proving that

21393 if and only if one of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 holds.

First of all, let 21 be of rank zero; that is, U=A where Now if

93=73 is in ©, then 21393 implies 21 = 93 by (1) and hence the first case of

Theorem 2.2 occurs. If 93 = 93iW932 then by lattice properties 4 393i, and

4 3932 and hence case (4) of Theorem 2.2 occurs. If 93 = 931^932, then either

4 393i or .4 3932 by (3) and hence case (2) of Theorem 2.2 occurs. Now

93 = 93* cannot occur by (5). Thus the theorem holds if 21 is of rank zero

and clearly 93 of rank zero is treated similarly. Hence we may suppose that

both 21 and 93 are of positive rank. But then Theorem 2.2 itself applies-and

21393 if and only if one of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 holds. This completes

the proof.

Application of Theorem 2.24 to the free operator lattice generated by a

single element gives a particularly interesting conclusion.

Theorem 2.25. The free lattice with unary operator generated by a single

element contains as a sublattice the free lattice with unary operator generated by

a countable set of elements.

Proof. Let 0 be generated by the single element a. A set of operator poly-

nomials is constructed inductivelyasfollows:4i=aWa*,4„+i=aW(a*W4„*)*.

Now suppose that 4j34i where *>1. Then aKJ(a*VJA*_1)*^>a\Ja*^.a*.

Since a~2a* we have a*U44*_i3a* and hence a*W4f_i~a. But then sDa*,

which contradicts Theorem 2.10. Hence Ai~~3Ai, *>1, and similarly

4i~34,-, *>1. Suppose Ai34, where i,j>l and iAj. Then öW(o*W4f_!)*

3aW(a*U4f_i)*3(a*W4*_1)* and (o*U4JL i)*a(<**U4£,)* by Theorem
2.7. But then a^A^c^KJA^^A*^. If o*34*_1( then a=4y_i and
a 3a* oro2(a*U4*_2)*, both of which are impossible. Hence a*~34*_t and

thus 4f_i34*_i by Theorem 2.7. But then 4,_i343_i and successive appli-

cations lead to one of the previous cases which we have shown to be im-

possible. Thus 4<3.4j implies i=j and condition (1) of Theorem 2.24 holds.

Let us consider next the operator polynomials generated by the 4,-. If

21 is any such polynomial, then <z~32l. For if 21=4, for some i, then a32l

implies a3<z* or a2(a*U4?_i)* both of which are impossible by Theorem

2.10. Now, using induction, if 2l=2lAJ2I2 or 2l=2Iin212 then o32t implies
a32li or a32I2, which are impossible by assumption. If 2l=2Ii* then a32l

cannot occur by Theorem 2.10. Hence a~32l follows by induction.

We show next that 213a* implies 2I3&. Since 4,3a, all i, this is trivial

if 21=4,-. Using induction, if 2l = 2liU2l2 or 2l=2Iin2r2, then 213a* implies
2li3a* or 2l23a* or both. But then 2ti3a or 2I23a or both and hence 213a.

If 21=21* then 213o* implies 2li^a contrary to a~32Ii. Hence the conclusion

follows by induction.
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In a similar manner one shows that 2l2(a*W4 <*)* implies 212a. For if

21=4,- for some j, the result is trivial. Furthermore the cases SI =2liW2I2 and

n=niC\n2 are treated as before. If 2l=2li*, then 2T2(a*VJ4i*)* implies
SI1~a*W.4i*. But then 2L2a* implies 2L2a by what we have just shown.

Thus a*U4f3a which is impossible since tt*~3a and 4i*~2«. Hence

2l2(a*W.4i*)* implies 212a vacuously in this case. Induction gives the result.

Now let aUSZMi. If *"=1, then 2IW932aUo*2a* and 212a* or 932a*
by Theorem 2.7. Hence 2l2aUa* or 932aVJ<z* by the above result. Thus

212^1 or 932^1- If *>1, then aU932aU(a*U4*_1)*2(a*U4*_1)* implies

12(8*^,-!)* or S2(ö*U4jLi)*. But then St2aU(a*U4*.,)* or 932a
U(a*W4*_j)* and 212^4 < or 932^.-. Hence condition (2) of Theorem 2.24

holds.
To prove condition (3), let 4<22m93. Then aW(o*U4*_i)*22ir\93. If

-<4t22l or 4,293 we have nothing to prove. Otherwise we must have a221^93

or (a*U44*_1)*22tn33. But then by Theorem 2.2 one of the following must

occur: a22l, a293, (a*U^*_1)*2a, (a*U4*_1)*293. However any one of

these possibilities implies 4.-221 or 4i293 and (3) follows.

2l*~2-4< since 2l*2a by Theorem 2.10. Hence condition (4) holds.

Finally if 4,221* where *>1, then a\J(a*\JAti)*^i* and since o~22l*

we have (a*U4(*.,)*Dä* But then %~a*\JA*_i^.a*. Hence 2(2a and thus

a*W4*_i2a which is impossible. A similar proof holds for i=l. Hence

4j~22l* and condition (5) hold.

Since (1), • • • , (5) of Theorem 2.24 have been verified it follows that

the operator sublattice generated by A\, A2, ■ ■ • is the free lattice with

unary operator generated by a countable set of symbols.

It may be noted that a*, (aKJa*)*, (oW(aWo*)*)*, • • • is a sequence of

operator polynomials which also generates an operator sublattice which is a

free lattice with a countable set of generators. However, this sequence is too

special for use in later work.

3. The free lattice with reflexive unary operator. We begin defining a re-

flexive operator.

Definition 3.1. A lattice with unary operator is reflexive if

(jS) (A*)*~A.

It will also be convenient to speak of reflexive elements of 0.

Definition 3.2. An element A of 0 is reflexive if 4~(X*)* for some X GO.

Now let us denote by N the set of all operator polynomials of 0 which

contain no reflexive sub-polynomials.

Lemma 3.1. TV contains P.

For ac^(X*)* implies o2(X*)* which is impossible by Theorem 2.2.

Lemma 3.2. If A EN, then every sub-polynomial of A is in N.
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Theorem 3.1. N is a sublattice of 0.

Proof. Let 4 and B belong to N. Now a proper sub-polynomial of A\JB

is either a sub-polynomial of A or of B and hence is not reflexive by the

definition of N. If AVJB is reflexive we have 4U3^(X*)* for some X, which

implies 4~(X*)* or P~(X*)* by Theorem 2.9 and hence either A or B is

reflexive contrary to assumption. Thus AKJB is not reflexive and hence

AKJBEN. A similar proof gives A(~\BEN.

It is clear that although A7 is a sublattice of 0, it is not closed under

the operation *. However it is possible to define an operation A' over N

such that A' agrees with A* if A* EN and also has the property a.

Definition 3.3. Let A be an operator polynomial of N.

(i) HA* EN, let A '=4*.
(ii) If A*EN, then A' is defined inductively as follows:

(1) A =AtSJA2. Since A EN and A*EN, A* is reflexive and 4*~(X*)*
for some X. Hence A =A-\JA2~X*. By Theorem 2.9 we have the three

possibilities 4i~Ar*~4, 42~~X*; or 42~X*~4, 4i~~X*; or 4i~42

~X"*~4 (~~ means "not equivalent to"). Let us set, respectively, A' =A{,

or A'=A2 , or A'=A{ V)Ai for the three possibilities.

(2) A =A\C\A2. As in (1), 4~X* for some X and hence we set A'=A(,

or A'=A2, or A'=A{ (~\A2 according as 4i~X'*~4, A2~~X*; or

42~X*~4, 4i~~X*; or 4x~42~Z*~4.

(3) 4=4*. In this case we set4'=4i.

Let us note that (ii) of Definition 3.3 is independent of the choice of the

operator polynomial X. Since if 4*~(F*)* then F*~X* and 4i or 42~F*

if and only if 41 or A2^X* respectively.

Lemma 3.3. If A EN, then A'EN.

For if A*EN, then 4'=4* is in N. If A*QN, then cases (1) and (2)

give A' in N by induction. In case (3), 4' is a sub-polynomial of 4 and hence

is in N.

Lemma 3.4. If A EN and A*EN, thenA'=A*.

Lemma 3.5. If A, BEN and A~B, thenA'~B'.

Let us note first that A*EN implies B*EN. For if B*EN, then B* is

reflexive, that is, P*~(X*)* and 4*~F.*~(X*)*, whence ,4* is reflexive

contrary to A* EN. Hence if either A * G N or P* £ TV, then 4' = 4 *~ 73* = P'.

We proceed by induction. If r{A) =r(P) =0, then 4* and P* belong to N

and the lemma holds by the remark above.

Now suppose the lemma has been proved for all 4 and B such that

r(4)<w and r{B)<n. Let r(4)=w. If r(P)=0, then B*EN and 4'~P' as

before. Let us suppose we have shown that 4 '~73' if r(P) <k where & <w. We

shall show that the result also holds if r(B)=k. Consider first A=AtSJA2.

If A*EN the lemma has been proved. If A*EN, we have three possibilities:
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(1) A'=A{ where Ac^Au A~~A2. But then Ai~B and r(Ai) <r(A) = n,

r[B)=k<n. Hence by the induction assumption A(~B'. But then

A'=A{~B'. (2) A'=A{ where 4~42, -4~~4i. But then A2~B and
r{Ai) <r(A)=n, r(B)=k<n. Whence A 2'~B' and A'=A{^lB' by Definition

3.3. (3) A'=A[\JA{ where 4~4i~42. But then r{Ai) <r(A) = n, r(A2)
<r(A) =« and r(B) = k<n. Hence since4i~73 we have .41 ~42 and A(c~B'.

Thus A'=A{\JA{~A{~7F. Hence A'~B' follows if A=AAJA2. An ex-
actly dual proof handles the case A =4if\42. Next let B=BAJB2. Again we

have three possibilities since the case B*EN has been treated above: (1)

B'=B{ where 73~73i, 73~~732. But then 4~73i and r(/3i) <r{B) = k. Hence
4'~73i =73' by the second induction assumption. (2) B=B2 where F>~732,

73~~Bi is treated similarly. (3) B=B{\JB2' where 73~73i~732. But then

r(/3i) <r(73) = k<n and f(732) <rL3)=k<n. Since .4~/3i we have by induc-

tion A'c^Bl and B{~B{. Thus A'~B{~B{\JB{ =B'. Hence the lemma

follows if 73 =73iU732. Again an exactly dual proof handles the case B=Bi(~\B2.

Now we are left with only the possibilities A =Aj* and 73 =73i* where A' =A\

and B'=B\. But.4~73 implies A\^B\ implies A 'oiB'. Thus the lemma holds

for r(73) =k and by induction it follows for r(A) gra and r(B) <n. By sym-

metry the lemma holds if r(A) <n and r(B) =«.

Now let r(A)=n and r(73) = n. We may assume that A*EN and B*QN.

Let A=A\JA2. We have three possibilities: (1) A'=A{ where A~Ai,

A~~A2. But then Ai~B and r(Ai) <r(A) = « while r(73) =«. Hence A[~73'

and A'=A{~B'. (2) A'^A2 where -4~42, 4~~4i is treated similarly.

(3) A'=A{\JA( where 4~4i~42. But then 4i~73 and rL4i) <rL4) =w,
r(-42) <r(4) = n, r(B)=n and by assumption AicaB', A(~A2. Hence

4''=A{\JAl~4i ~/3''. A dual argument holds for 4 =4^42. Now by sym-

metry it follows that the lemma holds if B=BAJB2 or B=BiC\B2. Hence we

have only the possibility A =Af, B=Bf. But then 4/=4i~J51=73/. Hence

the lemma has been shown to hold if r(A) =« and r(73) ^n. A final induction

on n gives the lemma for all A and 73. The proof is then complete.

Lemma 3.6. If A EN and A* EN, then A ~(A')* and (A')* EN.

Let us make an induction on r(A). If r(A)=0, then A*EN and the

lemma holds vacuously. Now suppose the lemma is true for all A with

r(A) <n and let r(A) =n. If A =AAJA2 according to Definition 3.3 we have

three possibilities: (1) A =A{ where 4~4i and 4~~42. Since A\ is a sub-

polynomial of A, A\EN. If AfEN, then Af is not reflexive and hence

A*~A* is not reflexive contrary to A*EN. Thus A*EN and since r(^li)

<r(A)=n we have by assumption ii^(ii')* and (A{)*EN- But since

A'mA'l we have A~AX~{A')* and (A')*EN. (2) A'**Ai where A~A2,
4~~4i is treated similarly. (3) A' =A{VJA2 where Ac^A^A2. But then

A\, A2EN whiie Af, A2*EN. Furthermore Al~A2 by Lemma 3.5. Since
r(Ai) <r(A) =w and r(42)<r(4)=» we have by assumption 4i~(4i)*,
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A2~(Al)* where (A{)*EN and (AS)*EN. But then (A')* = (Al\JAi)*
~(4i')*~(4i')*U(42')*~4iU42=4. Also (A')* belongs to N since other-

wise {A{\JAl)* is reflexive and thus (A{)*~L4i \JAl)* is reflexive con-

trary to {AI)*EN. Thus the lemma holds if A =AAJA2 and an exactly dual

proof gives the case A=AiC\A2. Now let A =A^. Then A'=Ai and

(A')*=A!*=A. Hence 4~(4')* and (4')*GAT. Thus the lemma holds if

r{A) =n and induction upon n completes the proof.

Lemma 3.7. If A EN, then (A')'~A.

First let A*EN. Then A'=A*. But then (A')* is not in 7Y and since

A'=A* we have (A')'=A. Hence (A')'c^A in this case. If A*EN, then by

Lemma 3.6, Ac~(A')* where (A')*EN. But then L4')' = L4')* by Definition

3.3. Hence (A')'~A.

Theorem 3.2. N is a lattice with reflexive unary operator.

Proof. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 show that (a) and (/3) hold for the operation A'.

In agreement with our previous usage of the word "free," by the free

lattice with reflexive unary operator generated by the partially ordered set P we

shall mean the free lattice with reflexive unary operator generated by P and

preserving bounds, whenever they exist, of pairs of elements of P.

Theorem 3.3. N is the free lattice with reflexive unary operator generated

by P.

Proof. Let N' denote the free lattice with reflexive unary operator gener-

ated by P. Let us note that N' consists of the set of operator polynomials

over P. Furthermore the relations between these polynomials are determined

by the lattice postulates and (a), iß). Also, if any relation holds among the

polynomials as elements of O, it must also hold as elements of N' since O is

the free lattice under lattice postulates and (a) by Theorem 2.23. Now since

A7 is a sublattice of O, if A 33 in N we have A 373 in O and hence A 33 in N'.

Thus to complete the proof we have only to show that every operator poly-

nomial is equivalent in N' to an operator polynomial in N. Let us note first

that this is trivially true for polynomials of rank zero. Suppose it has been

shown for all operator polynomials of rank less than n. Let r(A)=n. If

A^AiVJAi, then by the induction assumption 4i~Si and 42~32 where

3i and 32 are in N and the equivalence is in N'. But then by lattice postulates

4=4iU42~3iU32 in N' and 3iW32 is in N by Theorem 3.1. A similar

argument holds if 4=4if\42. Now let A=Ai* and Atpz3$t where BiEN.

If 31*GAr, then by (a), A=A?~B? where B?EN. If Bi*EN, then by
Lemma 3.6, 3i~(3i )* and (3/ )*GAf where the equivalence is in O and hence

holds also in N'. By (a) and (j8) we have A~Bf~((B{)*)*~B{ and B{ is

in N. Thus by induction every operator polynomial is equivalent in N' to an

operator polynomial in N. It is also clear from the above argument that 4~3
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and B EN implies A*~B' in N'. Hence it follows that N is isomorphic to N'.

In the previous section we answered the question: When is a sublattice

of the free lattice with unary operator generated by an unordered set again

free? We turn now to the similar problem for lattices with reflexive unary

operator. We shall need a new tool for the investigation.

Definition 3.4. If AGO, the operation f(A) is defined inductively as

follows:

(i) If r(A)=0, then f(A) =A.
(ii) If r(A) =«>0 we have three cases. (1) A=AAJA2. f(A) exists if

and only iif(Ai),f(A2), or both f(Ai) and/(42) exist in which case f (A) =f(.4i),

f(A)=f(A2), or/(^)=/(4i)W/(42) respectively. (2) A=A^r\A2. f(A) exists

if and only if f(Ai) and f(A2) exist in which case f(A) =f(Ai)C\f{A2). (3)

A =A*.f(A) exists if and only if f(Ai) exists,/(4i)~4i and [/(4i)]*£A7' in

which case/(4)=[/(4i)]*.

There is clearly a dual operation g(A).

Since A7 is a sublattice of 0, Definition 3.4 gives the following lemma.

Lemma 3.8. Iff(A) exists, then f(A)EN.

Lemma 3.9. If f(A) exists, then A^f(A).

Lemma 3.10. If A EN, then f {A) exists and f(A)=A.

If A EP the lemma follows from Definition 3.4. Making an induction

upon r(A), if A^AAJA2 and AEN, then A\, A2EN and hence f(Ai) =Ai,
f{Ai)=A2 by assumption. But then f(A)=f(Al)\Jf(A2)=AAJA2=A. Simi-
larly if A =AxC\A2, then/(4) =/(40n/(42) =A,r\A2=A. Finally if A =Ai*,
then/L4i) =4i by the induction assumption. But then/(4i) exists,/(4x)~4i

and [fiArlY^AfEN. Hence f(A) exists and/(4) = Lf(^i)]*=4r*=4.

Lemma 3.11. If *A exists, then f (A) exists and f(A)~^*A.

The lemma is trivial if A EP since f(A)^A=*A. By induction, if

A =AAJA2 and *A exists, then *AX or *A2 exist. If *A\ exists and *A2 does not

exist, then/04i) exists by assumption and/L4) =f(Ai) or/(4i)VJ/(42). Hence

f(A)^f(Ai)^*Ai^*A. If *A2 exists and *A\ does not exist a similar argu-

ment holds. If *A \ and *A2 both exist, then/L4i) and/(42) both exist and by

the induction assumption f{A)=f{Ai)yjf(A2)^.*AAJ*A2 = *A. Next if

A ^A\H\A2, then *A \ and *A2 exist and hence f{A\) and/(42) exist. But then

f(A) ^fiAjnfiA^^A^Ai^A. Finally if A =4i*, then *A does not exist
and the lemma holds vacuously.

Lemma 3.12. If A~DB and f(B) exists, then f(A) exists and f(A)~^f(B).

Let us suppose first that A~^B(1). If A =B, then f(B) exists if and only

if f(A) exists and f(A)=f(B). If *A and B exist with *A^B, then B^f(B)
by Lemma 3.9 and f(B) exists with B^f(B) by Lemma 2.5. Since M exists,
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f{A) exists and f(A) 2*4 by Lemma 3.11. But then *f(A) exists and *f(A) Q*A

by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6. Hence *f(A)^*A^B^ftWj and /(.4)2/(P) by
Definition 2.2.

Now let us suppose we have shown that the lemma holds if A^B(n — l)

and let A^B(n). If A =AAJA2where 4i2P(«-l) or A^B(n-\) then by
induction f(Ax) or f(A2) exists and f(Ai)2/(73) or /(42)2/(73). Hence

/(.4)=/(4i), /(42), or /(4i)W/(42).2/(73). A similar argument holds if

4=4iP\42. If B=BAJB2 with 4 273i(»-l) and 4 2732(w-l), then either
/(73i) or /(P2) exists according to Definition 3.4 and hence f(A) exists by the

induction assumption. But also/04)2/(Pi) or/(.4)2/(P2). Hence/(4) 2/(73).

If B=Bir\B2 with 4 33i(«-l) or 4 2732(«-l), then/(Pi) and/(P2) exist

and hence f(A) exists and f(A)2/(730 or f(A)^f(B2). Thus /(4)2/(Pi)
n/(P2)=/(P). Finally if 4 =4i* and 73 = 73!* with 4i273i(«-l) and
Pi2-4i(« — 1) then since /(73) exists, /(73i) also exists and f(Bi)o^B. By

induction /L4i) exists and /(^^/(Pi), /(73,)2/(^i). Hence /(^^/(Pi)

~3i~4i. If Lf(4i)]* is not in 7Y, since f(Ax)EN, [/(4i)]* is reflexive. But

then /(P)= |/(Pi)]*^[/(4i)]* is reflexive contrary to f{B)EN. Hence

Lf(4i)]*G7Y and /(4) = [/L4i)]*2/(73). Induction upon n completes the

proof.

Let us restrict P to be an unordered set 5. Then N is the free lattice with

reflexive unary operator generated by S. Let © consisting of operator poly-

nomials A, B, • • • be a subset of N. We desire necessary and sufficient con-

ditions that the operator sublattice generated by © be isomorphic to the free

lattice with reflexive unary operator generated by © as an unordered set.

Now we may clearly assume that A*EN for each A £©, since otherwise we

replace A by A' and the resulting set generates the same operator sublattice

while (A1)*EN by Lemma 3.6. @ is said to be regular if it has this property.

We have then the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4. The operator sublattice N% of N generated by a regular subset

© is isomorphic to the free lattice with reflexive unary operator generated by ©

as an unordered set if and only if the operator sublattice of 0 generated by ©

is isormorphic to the free lattice with unary operator generated by © as an un-

ordered set.

Proof. Let A, B, C, ■ • • denote the operator polynomials of ©. We shall

show first that if A, B, C, • • ■ generate a free lattice with reflexive unary

operator in N, then in 0 they generate a free lattice with unary operator. It

is sufficient to show that properties (l)-(5) of Theorem 2.24 hold. (1) is trivial

since © is unordered in N and hence in O. Now if SI is any operator polynomial

over ©, then/(SI) is an operator polynomial over ©. For if 3l£©, then SIGA7'

and/(SI) =31 and/(SI) is a polynomial over ©. By induction, if 2t = 2bV3I2 and

/(St) exists, then/(3t)=/(3ti),/(3l2), or/(3ti)U/(3l2). Hence if/(3ti) or/(3t2) is

a polynomial over ©, then/(St) is also. If 3t = 3l1nSt2, then/(St) =/(Sti)n/(3l2)
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and again /(2l) is a polynomial generated by © if the same holds for /(SIi) and

/(«,). If a = ai* and/(a) exists, then/(a) = 1/(210]* and if /(HO is a poly-
nomial over ©, then/(a) is also.

Now let HW832-4 where 4 6® and a and 93 are operator polynomials

over ©. Since A EN,f(A) exists by Lemma 3.10 and hence/(aW93) exists by

Lemma 3.12. But then /(aU93)2/(4) =A. If /(«U©)-/(«), then «2/(8)
24. If/(aU93)=/(93), then 932/(93) 24. If/(aW93)=/(a)W/(93), then since

/(a),/(93)£7V and are operator polynomials over ©, we have either/(a) 24

or/(93)2-4 since by hypothesis A, 73, C, • • • generate a free lattice with re-

flexive unary operator in N. But then either a2/(a)24 or 932/(93)24.

Hence aW9324 implies a24 or 9324 and condition (2) is satisfied.

A similar proof using the dual operation g(A) gives (3).

Let us suppose that a* 24 where 4 £@ and a is an operator polynomial

over ©. Then since/(4) exists,/(a*) exists and /(a*) * [/(a)]*2/(4) =A.

Since/(a) is a polynomial over © and/(a), [/(a)]* belong to N, this contra-

dicts the fact that © generates a free lattice with reflexive unitary operator in

7Y. Thus a*~24 and similarly 4~2a*. Hence (4) and (5) of Theorem 2.24
hold and the proof of the necessity is complete.

To prove the sufficiency let us suppose that the polynomials 4, 73, C, • • •

of © generate in 0 an operator sublattice isomorphic to the free lattice with

unary operator generated by © as an unordered set. Then by Theorem 3.3,

this lattice contains a sublattice A7© isomorphic to the free lattice with re-

flexive unary operator generated by © as an unordered set. Hence we have

only to show that N® is isomorphic to A7©. Now each element of A7© is

an operator polynomial over © whose sub-polynomials are non-reflexive in 0.

Hence the sub-polynomials which are polynomials over © are certainly non-

reflexive in a sublattice of O and thus the elements of A7© belong to A7©.

Now let a be a polynomial over © and let a^X* where X£0. We shall show

that a^X* where X is a polynomial over ©. For if a£©, then a^X* implies

a* is reflexive, contrary to the regularity of ©. Hence the statement holds

vacuously in this case. By induction, if a = aiWH2, then a^X* implies

ai^X* or a2^X*. Hence ai^£* or 2l2~3e*. But then a^X*~ai or a2^3£*.
A similar argument holds if a = air^a2. If a = ai* we need only pick 3£ = 2Ii.

The statement above follows by induction. From this result follows an even

sharper result, namely, a^(X*)* in O implies a^(2E*)* where 3E is an operator

polynomial over ©. If a£© the statement holds vacuously. By induction,

if a = a!Wa2 or a = aina2 we get a^(£*)* as before. Finally if a = ai*, then
ai*^(X*)* and a^X*. By the previous result a^X* and a=ai*^(**)*
which completes the proof of the statement. Now if a is an operator poly-

nomial of A7©, then every sub-polynomial ai of a considered as a polynomial

over © is non-reflexive and hence by the result just proved is non-reflexive

over 0. But now any sub-polynomial of a is either a sub-polynomial of some

4 G© and hence is non-reflexive in 0 or is a polynomial over © in which case
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it is again non-reflexive in 0. Thus 21 belongs to N and is a polynomial over ©.

Hence 21 GA7© and A7© and A7© consist of the same operator polynomials of 0.

Since both are sublattices of 0, they are clearly lattice isomorphic.

We have still to show that the unary operation is preserved. But if

21GA7©, then 21*GA7© if and only if 21*GA/© since A7© and A7© are identical.
But in both A7© and TV©, 21'= 21* if 21* belongs to the set. Hence the unary

operation is preserved in this case. Now by induction, if 2l = 2liW2l2 then in

either 7Y© or TV©, 21'= 21/, or 2l2', or 21i" W2I2' according as 2r~2Ii, or 2I^2l2, or

both. Hence again the operation is preserved. 2t = 21ir>\212 is treated similarly.

If 21 = 21*, then in both cases 21' = 2li and hence the unary operation is the

same in both A7© and A7©. Thus A7© and A7© are isomorphic and the proof of

the theorem is complete.

As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 one proves the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5. The free lattice with reflexive unary operator generated by a

single element contains as a sublattice the free lattice with reflexive unary operator

generated by a denumerable set of elements.

Proof. If a is the single generator let us define 4i=aUa*, An+i=a

\J(a*VJA*)* as in the proof of Theorem 2.25. Since A\, A2, ■ ■ • generate

a free lattice with unary operator in 0 according to Theorem 3.4 it is only

necessary to prove that A\, A2, • • • is a regular set. But A^X* implies

X*3a which is impossible by Theorem 2.10. Hence A, is regular for each i

and A\, A2, • • • generate a free lattice with reflexive unary operator on a

denumberable set of elements.

4. The free lattice with unique complements. In order to construct the

free lattice with unique complements generated by P, the lattice A7 must be

still further restricted.

Definition 4.1. An operator polynomial 4GA7 is union singular if

-4 3X, X' where XGA7. A is crosscut singular if X, where XGA7.

A is singular if it is either unibn or crosscut singular.

Lemma 4.1. A EN is union singular if and only if A^X, X* where

X, X*EN.

For if A is union singular, then A^DX, X' where XGA7. If A^GA7, then

X'=X* and A^X, X* with X, X*EN. If X*QN, then X~(X')* and
(X')*GA7. But then A DJ' and A 312(1')* where X' and (X')* are in N.

The sufficiency is obvious. Dualizing, one gets the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. 4GJV is crosscut singular if and only if X, X*^A where

X, X*EN.

Now let us denote by M the set of all operator polynomials of A7 contain-

ing no singular sub-polynomials together with the two symbols u and z. The

operator polynomials of M are clearly partially ordered by the relation A 32J.
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We further define u~DA 3z for all polynomials A EM. M is thus a partially

ordered set with unit element u and null element z. It is also convenient to

set u' = z and z' = u.

Theorem 4.1. M is a lattice. Furthermore if A VP and A AB denote union

and crosscut in M, then A\fB=AVJB if AKJB is nonsingular and A AB

=Af~\B if AC\B is nonsingular.

Proof. Let IDi and X~DB where A, BEM. Then X^AUB. If
A^JBEM, then AUB is a l.u.b. of A and B in M and we may take

A\/B=A\JB. If AyJB(£M, then AKJB must contain a singular sub-poly-

nomial. But since a proper sub-polynomial of 4U3 is a sub-polynomial of

either A or B, A\JB itself must be singular. Now A UP cannot be crosscut

singular since Y, Y'^A^JB implies Y, Y'~DA contrary to A EM. Hence

4U3 is union singular and iUSD Y, Y' where YEN. But then ZD Y, Y'

and if XEM we must have X = u. Thus A\JB = u in this case. A dual argu-

ment shows that A AB=AC\B or z according as AC\BEM or not.

Lemma 4.3. If A EM, then A'EM.

The lemma is trivial if A = u or z so we may suppose that A is an opera-

tor polynomial. Let us treat first the case where A*EN. If A*EM, then A*

must contain a singular sub-polynomial. But sirice every proper sub-poly-

nomial of A* is a sub-polynomial of A and A EM it follows that 4* itself is

singular. If A* is union singular, then by Lemma 4.1, A*^X, X* where

X, X*EN. But then by Theorem 2.5, A*~X* and X*^X. Hence by Theo-

rem 2.16, l(X) >l(X) which is impossible. Similarly A* is not crosscut singu-

lar. Thus A* is not singular and hence A*EM. But then A'^A*EM and

the lemma holds in this case.

We proceed with an induction on r(A). If r(A) = 0, then A*EN and the

lemma holds as above. Suppose that the lemma holds for all A such that

r(A) <n. Let r(A)=n. Now we may suppose that A*EN since the case

A*EN has been treated above. If A=A\JA2 we have three possibilities:

(1) A =Al where A^Ai and A~~A2. But then r(Ai) <r(A) =w and since

Ax is a sub-polynomial of A, A\EM. Hence by the induction assumption

A'ssAf belongs to M. (2) A=A{ where A~A2 and A ~^4i. As before

A'=A{EM. (3) A'=A{\JA{ where 4~4i~42. Now Au A2EM since they
are sub-polynomials of A, hence by the induction assumption A{ and A{ be-

long to M. Suppose that A\\JA{ EM. Then A{\JA{ is union singular and

A{\JAl~DX, X' where XEN. But by Lemma 3.5, A{~Al and hence
^iC^i'Wij'DJ, J' and A{ is singular contrary to A{ EM. Thus

A{\JA{ EM and hence .4'£Af. If A =A\C\Ai an exactly dual proof gives

A'EM. Finally let A =Ai*. Then since A\ is a sub-polynomial of A, A\EM

and hence A'=Ai belongs to M. Thus if r{A) =n we have 4'GAf and the
lemma follows by induction.
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Corollary. M is a lattice with reflexive unary operator.

For (u')'^u and (z')'—z and for operator polynomials the property fol-

lows from Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 4.2. Each element A of M has the unique complement A'.

Proof. Since u and z are the unit and null elements respectively of M, it

follows that m'=z is the unique complement of u and z' = u is the unique com-

plement of z. Thus we may devote our attention to the operator-polynomials

of M. Clearly A' is a complement of A since A VJA' D.4, A' implies A V-4' ■ u

and A, A'^Af^A' implies A AA'=z.
Now let A V3^« and A AB—z where BGM. But then 3~~w, z and

hence is an operator polynomial of Af. Since A VP—a, by Theorem 4.1, 4 UP

is union singular and hence by Lemma 4.1, AKJB^X, X* where X and X*

are in N. Similarly AC\B is crosscut singular and hence by Lemma 4.2,

Y, Y*^Af\B where F and F* are in TV. Since 4UPZ>Ar* by Theorem 2.7,

iDI* or /JDI*. Also since F*D4f\B by Theorem 2.6 either F*D4 or

F*D/i. Hence we have four possibilities.

(1) A DI* and F*D4. But in this case 7*31* and X~F by Theorem

2.5. Hence X*~F* and PDi^Z* implies X*~4. Thus X*KJB^A\JB
DI. But then BDI by Theorem 2.20. Also Y^ACsBc^ Y*t~\B implies FDP
by Theorem 2.21. Hence FDfJDX and X~F~B. Since X*GA7' we have

X' = X*~A. But then P~X~(A")'^4' by Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.5.

Hence P^4' in this case.

(2) A DP, F*D73. Now Y^Ar\B^X*r\B and F*W4D7iU4DX.
Clearly F~D7J. Since if FD75, then F, F*D/J and B is singular contrary to

B£M. Similarly i~DI. But then by Theorem 2.19, l(Y)>l(X) and from

Theorem 2.18 we get l(X)>l(Y): This is impossible and hence this case can-

not occur.

(3) 5DI* F*D4. As in case. (2), this leads to a contradiction by an

exactly similar argument.

(4) BDI* F*DB. In this case as in (1) we get X*~F*~P and X^Y

~4. Since X*£N we have X'=X* and thus 7i~Z*~X'~yl'.

Hence in every case B~4' and the proof is complete.

Theorem 4.3. M contains P as a sub-partially ordered set and preserves

bounds of pairs of elements of P whenever the bounds exist.

Proof. If a£P, then a~D4* and 4*~Da for every operator polynomial

A. Hence a is nonsingular and belongs to M. Also a_o if and only if 0d0

in 0 and hence a^b if and only if aD& in M. Thus P is a sub-partially ordered

set of M. Now let c = l.u.b.(o, ö) exist in P. Then c~sWii in 0 by the corollary

to Theorem 2.3. But since a and b are nonsingular, aUi is nonsingular and

hence aXJbEM. Thus c~aVo in If and least upper bound is preserved in M

if the bound exists. A similar argument holds for the greatest lower bound.
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If P is a lattice, Theorem 4.3 gives as a corollary the theorem mentioned

in the introduction.

Theorem 4.4. Every lattice is a sublattice of a lattice with unique comple-

ments.

It is clear that the unit and null element of the imbedding lattice will be

different from the unit and null element respectively of the original lattice.

The lattice M may be further characterized as follows:

Theorem 4.5. M is the free lattice with unique complements generated by P

and preserving bounds, whenever they exist, of pairs of elements of P.

Proof. Let M' denote the free lattice(') with unique complements gen-

erated by P and preserving bounds, whenever they exist, of pairs of elements

of P. M' clearly consists of all operator polynomials over P. Furthermore

since complements are unique we have (a) A^tB in M' implies A'c^B' and

(ß) {A') 'c~A in M'. Hence M' is a lattice With reflexive unitary operator. But

then A~DB in M implies A 37J in N implies A 37i in M' since N is the free

lattice with reflexive unitary operator generated by P. Now clearly A 35

in M' with A, BGM implies 4-B in M since M' is the free lattice with

unique complements generated by P. Hence we have only to show that each

operator polynomial A GO is equivalent in M' tq an operator polynomial of

M or to u or z. We make an induction on the rank of A. If r{A) = 0, then

A(ElM and there is nothing to be proved. Let r(A)=n. If A(£N, then A

contains a sub-polynomial B which is reflexive, that is, P~(Z*)*. But since

B=BAJB2 implies Bi~(X*)* or P2~(X*)* and similarly for P==Pir\B2,

B contains a sub-polynomial B* such that Pi*~(X*)*~P. Hence Pi~X*.

But then Pi contains a sub-polynomial B* such that Bz*—X*. Hence

P~(X*)*~(P2*)*. But then B~(P2*)*~P2 in M'. Hence replacing B by P2

in A we obtain an operator polynomial Ai of smaller rank such that Ac^Ai

in M'. But by the induction assumption A\ is equivalent in M' to AzEM.

Hence A~Az in M'. If A GA7 but A £-^/"> then A contains a sub-polynomial

C which is singular. Hence C^u or z in M'. Hence replacing C by u or z

respectively and using the relations u^JX^u, uC\X^X, zVJXcaX, zf~\Xc~.z,

u'c^iz, z'c^lu we obtain A\ which is either u, z or an operator polynomial of 0

of smaller rank. But A^iAi in M' and by induction 4i~42 in M' where

AzEM. Hence 4~42 in M'. Finally if AZE.M, then Ac^A where A£M.
Thus every A GO is'equivalent in M' to an operator polynomial of M or to u

or z and hence the proof is complete.

Corollary. If P is a lattice L, then M is the free lattice with unique com-

plements generated by L.

(7) The existence of M' follows from general existence theorems on free algebras (cf. foot-

note 4).
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As in the previous sections, we shall determine conditions under which an

operator sublattice of the free lattice with unique complements generated by

an unordered set 5 is again free.

Theorem 4.6. Let O be the set of operator polynomials over the unordered

set S. Let © be a regular subset of M which generates in 0 a free lattice with

unary operator. Then the operator sublattice M% of M generated by © is iso-

morphic to the free lattice with unique complements generated by © as an un-

ordered set if and only if the following two conditions hold:

(1) X* where 21, SBGilffe, XGO->2tU93=2*, £* -where £*G-M©.
(2) X, X*32ini8 where 21, 33G-M©, XGO-*!, 3t*22in93 where Z*GMb.

Proof. Let us suppose first that Mb is isomorphic to the free lattice with

unique complements generated by © on an unordered set. Then if 21U933X,

X* where 21, Sß£M<s, XGO, we have 2tV93^w in Mb and hence 2lV93^w

in the free lattice with unique complements generated by ©. Since 21, $&GMb,

it follows that 2IU933J, •£* where X is a polynomial over @. But by Theorem

2.11 we can take 1* to be a sub-polynomial of 21W93. Now 21W93^3£*. Hence

£* is a sub-polynomial of either 21 or 93 and hence belongs to Mb- Thus (1)

holds and a dual proof gives (2).

To prove the sufficiency, let 0' be the sublattice of 0 generated by © and

let M'b be the subset of O' containing no polynomials having reflexive or

singular sub-polynomials. Then M'b is the free lattice with unique comple-

ments generated by © as an unordered set. Under the assumption of (1) and

(2) we have to show that Mb is isomorphic to M©. Now since the containing

relations in 0 and O' are the same, the operator polynomials in Mb clearly

belong to M©. Hence we have only to show that the elements of Af© belong

to Mb and that the unary operations correspond. But since the unary opera-

tion is unique complementation this follows from the lattice isomorphism.

Thus we have only to show that the elements of JW© belong to Mb- Now if

21G©, then trivially 2lG^f© and we may use induction upon the rank of 21

over ©. Since 21G-M© we have 21GA7© and hence 21GA7© by Theorem 3.4.

Let 2l = 2IiW2l2. By the induction assumption 2li and 2I2 belong to M@. Hence

if 2I£A*©. 21 is union singular; that is, 21 = 2liW2l23X, X* where XGO. But
then 21iU212=2X, X* where X*GM® by (1). Thus 2I = 211VJ2l2 is singular over
0' contrary to 21G-&T©. Hence 21G-M© in this case. 21 = 2liU2I2 is treated simi-

larly. If 2l = 21i*, then n,*^X*-^n^X*-^X*^X which is impossible.The
proof is thus complete.

It is an interesting fact that, contrary to the case of lattices with reflexive

unary operator, a regular set A, B, C, • ■ • of M may generate a free lattice

with unique complements as a sublattice of M and yet not generate a free

lattice with unary operator as a sublattice of 0. Indeed, consider the operator

polynomials A =a\J(a\Jb*)*, B=aVJb*. It can be verified that A and B gen-

erate a free lattice with unique complements in M. However, since B\JB* 2-4,
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A and B do not generate a free lattice with unary operator in 0. The state-

ment of both necessary and sufficient conditions (in terms of the containing

relation in 0) that a regular subset of M generate a free lattice with unique

complements seems to be quite difficult.

Now it is clear that the free lattice with unique complements generated

by a single element a consists of the four elements a, a', u, and z. Hence there

is no theorem for lattices with unique complements analogous to Theorems

2.25 and 3.5. However, there is a similar theorem for lattices with two genera-

tors. We shall need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4. Let X be an operator polynomial generated by the polynomials

Ai, • • ■ , An. Then if Y is a sub-polynomial of X, either Y is a sub-polynomial

of Aifor some i or Yis a polynomial over Ai, ■ • • , An.

If X=Ai for some i, the lemma is trivial. Now use induction on the rank

of X over Ai, ■ ■ ■ , An. If X = XiVJX2, then either Y is a sub-polynomial of

X\ or Xi in which case the lemma holds by hypothesis or Y=X in which case

the lemma is trivially true. If X = X\(~\Xz a similar argument holds. If X=X^,

then either Y=X or Y is a sub-polynomial of X\ and the lemma holds by hy-

pothesis. Induction on the rank of X over A i, • • • , An completes the proof.

Theorem 4.7. The free lattice with unique complements generated by two

elements contains as a sublattice the free lattice with unique complements gen-

erated by a countable set of elements.

Proof. Let M be the free lattice with unique complements generated by

the two elements a and 6. Let Ai^aVJb* and define inductively A„+i=a

\J(a*UA*)*. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.25 that Ax, A2, ■ ■ • gen-

erate in O a free lattice with unitary operator. By Theorem 4.6 we have only

to show that conditions (1) and (2) hold.

Let us note first that 2l~2o* and 21^220 for every operator polynomial

over Ai, A2, • • - . For ^„2»*^a^(«*^n-i)*2a*-»a*Wi„*_i~a-^a2a*

which is impossible and 4„3ö—>(a*VJ4„*_i)*;Dö which contradicts Theorem

2.10. An easy induction gives the result.

Now let 21W9322A'', X* where 21 and 93 are operator polynomials over

A\, A2, ■ ■ ■ and belong to M. Then 21VJ93 contains a sub-polynomial 36* such

that I~X" by Theorem 2.11. But then £* is a sub-polynomial of either 21 or

93 and hence £*£jlf. Finally, if X* is not a polynomial over Ai, A2, • ■ ■ ,

then by Lemma 4.4, H* is a sub-polynomial of some Ai. But then H.*=a*,

{a*KJA?)*, or b*. But since 2lW93~=3a*, b none of these possibilities can oc-

cur. Hence 36* is an operator polynomial over A\, A2, ■ ■ ■ belonging to M

and thus (1) holds.

Since a*24„-«*3a and o3in-»62a it follows that a*~2^» and

6~34„. But then the dual of the argument of the previous paragraph gives

condition (2). Hence by Theorem 4.6 the operator sublattice of M generated
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by Ai, A2, ■ • • is isomorphic to the free lattice with unique complements

generated by A\, A2, • • • as an unordered set. The proof is thus complete.

Theorem 4.7 shows with particular clarity how far lattices with unique

complements differ from Boolean algebras. For the free Boolean algebra gen-

erated by n symbols contains 22" elements and hence does not contain as a

sublattice the Boolean algebra generated by k symbols for k >n. On the other

hand, the free lattice with unique complements generated by just two symbols

contains as a sublattice the free lattice with unique complements generated

by n symbols for any positive integer n.
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